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Initial Conditions Contribution in Frequency-Domain BEM Analysis
W. J. Mansur1 , A. I. Abreu 1 and J. A. M. Carrer1

Abstract: This work is concerned with the computation of the contribution of initial conditions in twodimensional (2D) frequency-domain analysis of transient
scalar wave propagation problems with the corresponding Boundary Element Method (BEM) formulation. The
paper describes how pseudo-forces, represented by generalized functions, can replace the initial conditions, related to the potential and its time derivative. The generation of such pseudo-forces is the subject of a detailed
discussion. The formulation presented here carries out
Discrete Fourier Transform (Direct: DFT, and Inverse:
IDFT) via FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithms. At
the end of the paper four examples are presented in order
to show the potentialities and accuracy of the approach.

by Mansur and DeLima-Silva (1992) can be employed.

Several BEM formulations have been developed so far
in order to solve problems governed by the scalar wave
equation. For general purposes, time-domain (TD) and
transformed-domain formulations can be employed to
solve scalar wave propagation problems. Time-domain
BEM formulations (TD-BEM), e.g., Mansur (1983),
Dominguez (1993), Antes and Von Estorff (1987),
Mansur, Carrer and Siqueira (1998), provide good representation of causality and time response jumps and lead
to accurate results. Besides, the fulfillment of the radiation condition makes them suitable for infinite domain
analysis. The computational cost, however, is high when
late time results are required due to the convolution performed from the initial time to the current time. To avoid
such a high computational cost without a significant loss
of accuracy, truncation techniques, such as that presented

A very promising approach which has been more and
more employed is that based on the Operational Quadrature Method (Lubich (1988), Gaul and Schanz (1999))
recently applied to crack analysis by Zhang and Savaidis
(2003).

Transformed-domain BEM formulations also have been
the subject of intense research work and are mainly
related either to the frequency-domain approach, e.g.,
Dominguez (1993), Godinho, Tadeu and Branco (2003),
Gaul and Wenzel (2002), or to the Laplace-domain
approach, e.g., Cruse and Rizzo (1968), Manolis and
Beskos (1981), etc. When employing these formulations,
the problem is initially solved in the transformed-domain
for a suitable number of discrete values of the transform
parameter and, when required, the solution in the timedomain can be obtained by means of a suitable inverse
transformation procedure, e.g., Dubner and Abate (1983)
and Durbin (1974) for Laplace transform, and the well
known DFT (or FFT) algorithms for Fourier transform.
keyword: Boundary elements, Helmholtz equation, It is worth mentioning that some very attractive meshless
frequency domain, scalar wave equation, Fourier transapproaches to do frequency-domain modeling with BEM
form, initial conditions.
have been subject of intensive research in recent years,
e.g., the MLPG (LBIE) method presented by Sellountos
1 Introduction
and Polyzos (2003).
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Besides the aforementioned formulations, it is important to mention alternative TD-BEM approaches that employ “static” fundamental solutions related to the problem analysed: in the case of time-domain analysis, two
BEM formulations that employ the static fundamental
solution have been employed successfully so far. According to the treatment given to the domain integrals
concerning inertial terms one has: the so-called D-BEM
(D meaning domain), that maintains the domain integrals, e.g., Carrer and Telles (1992) and Hatzigeorgiou
and Beskos (2001), and the DR-BEM (DR meaning dualreciprocity). The latter transforms domain integrals into
boundary integrals, by means of suitable interpolation
functions as described by Nardini and Brebbia (1985)
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and Partridge, Brebbia and Wrobel (1992). The common is the fundamental solution and p ∗ (X, ξ) = ∂u∗ (X, ξ)/ ∂n.
feature between them is that it becomes possible to use Their expressions are given by (Morse and Feshbach
step-by-step time-marching procedures, similar to those (1953):
employed in the Finite Element formulation.
−i (1)
∗
This work presents a BEM frequency-domain formula- u (r, γ) = 4 H0 (γ r)
tion that takes into account initial conditions contribution
iγ (1)
∂r
∗
(2)
in the solution of problems governed by the scalar wave p (r, γ) = 4 H1 (γ r) ∂n
equation. Unlike Laplace-domain formulations, in which
initial conditions appear explicitly in the transformed- where γ is the wave number computed according to:
domain equilibrium equations, authors who deal with γ = ω / c, ω being the circular frequency and c the wave
frequency-domain formulations do not consider non-null propagation velocity, r = |X −ξ| is the Euclidian distance
(1)
(1)
initial conditions, e.g., Clough and Penzien (1993). In between field X and source ξ points, H 0 and H1 are the
this article, this difficulty was overcome in a very ele- Hankel functions of first type and zero and first order, regant and simple way; basically, the methodology used spectively (note that the wave number was not shown as
consists of replacing the initial conditions (related to the argument in expression (1)).
potential and its time derivative) by pseudo-forces, repre- The application of the discretized version of eq. (1) to
sented by generalized functions. In the appropriate sec- all boundary nodes produces a system of algebraic equation of this work, a detailed discussion concerning the tions, represented as follows:
various aspects of this methodology denoted here ICPF
H U = G P+B
(3)
(Initial Conditions by Pseudo-Forces) is carried out.
Linear boundary elements and linear triangular cells have Taking into account the boundary conditions, the system
been employed in the BEM formulation. The reader is re- of equations (3) can be written according to:
ferred to Mansur (1983) and Carrer and Mansur (1996)
(4)
for general aspects concerning boundary and domain in- A X = Y + B
tegration.
After solving the system of equations (4), all the boundAt the end of the paper, four examples are presented to
ary variables (potential and flux) are known and the povalidate the formulation and verify its accuracy and rotential at internal points ξ (ξ∈ Ω) can be computed from
bustness.
eq. (1) if one takes c(ξ) = 1.
2 Boundary Element for the Helmholtz equation
The starting BEM equation corresponding to Helmholtz
equation in Ω ∪ Γ, for 2D problems, can be written as
Dominguez (1993):
c(ξ)U(ξ)
=



U(X)p∗ (X, ξ)dΓ −

Γ

+

Ω

B(X)u∗ (X, ξ)dΩ


Γ

P(X)u∗(X, ξ)dΓ
(1)

where B(X) is a Ω domain body force, X = X(x, y) indicates spatial dependency and the Γ boundary is assumed
to be constituted by Γ = Γ u ∪ Γ p , Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions being respectively prescribed on
Γu and Γ p . In eq. (1), one has c( ξ) = 1 when ξ ∈ Ω and
c(ξ) = α / 2π when ξ∈ Γ (α is the internal angle formed
by tangents to Γ at ξ). In the above expression, u ∗ (X, ξ)

Therefore eq. (4) is a discrete integral form which produces approximate solutions of Helmholtz equation subjected to boundary conditions.
3 Frequency-domain analysis
Frequency-domain analysis using standard Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) or Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithms (Clough and Penzien (1993), Oppenheim and Schafer (1989), Paz (1997) and Brighan
(1974)) can only be carried out if damping (viscous, histeretical, geometrical, etc.) exists, due to the singularities
in the frequency spectrum at the natural frequencies, and
also because undamped systems responses do not follow
the theoretical decay condition as t → ∞, which renders
Fourier transform possible. It is important to notice that
extending the period, as required when DFT/FFT algorithms are employed, can be unnecessary when the procedure described by Veletsos and Ventura (1984,1985)
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can be applied. According to Morse and Feshbach (1993) the Ω domain, where non-homogeneous initial condi(see also Chin (1994) and Graff (1975)), in the presence tions appear, say Ω 0 , is discretized by linear triangular
cells.
of damping, the wave equation can be written as:
Once the spectrum of b(X,t), B(X,ωnt ) and that of the
prescribed boundary conditions have been obtained, NT
harmonic problems governed by equation (8) have to be
(5)
solved (nt = 1, . . . NT; where NT is the total number of
frequencies). The responses at boundary nodes and inwhere c is the wave propagation velocity, and c v is a ternal points can be stored in matrix form (named, frecoefficient related to coefficient of viscous damping b v quency depend matrix M(ω) for instance) and the fi(cv = bv/ρ). A particular solution to equation (5) can be nal time-dependent responses (named, u for instance)
b
obtained as long as boundary and initial conditions given are computed by applying the Inverse Discrete Fourier
respectively by equations (6) and (7) are known (more Transform (IDFT) to M(ω).
general boundary conditions are also possible but have
When one employs DFT (or FFT) algorithms it is necnot been considered here).
essary to make a good guess of the extended period
“length”. Good results have been reported in the literau(X,t) = u(X,t)(X ∈ Γ u );
ture, e.g., Mansur, Ferreira, Claret, Venâncio-Filho and
∂u(X,t)
= p(X,t)(X ∈ Γ p )
(6) Carrer (2000), when the period extension is such that
∂n
the “amplitude” decays, at the end of the period, to 1%
of its initial value. As the highest contribution for the
u(X, 0) = uo (X);
displacement is due fundamentally to the first vibration
∂u(X,t)
mode, and considering an exponential time decay, one
|t=0 = vo (X)
(7)
v(X, 0) =
∂t
can write:

∂u(X,t) ∂2 u(X,t)
−
c ∇ u(X,t) − cv
∂t
∂t 2
= b(X,t)
2

2

1
ln(100)
Applying the Fourier transform to eq. (5), a generalized eζω1 Tp =
⇒ Tp =
100
ζω1
Helmholtz equation is obtained:
∇2U(X) + γ c2U(X) = B(X)

(8)

where the wavenumber γc is a complex variable, given
by:

γ=

cy
ω2
− iω 2
c2
c

 1/2
(9)

(10)

In the above expression ζ is the damping ratio related
to the first vibration mode, ω 1 is the fundamental eigenfrequency and Tp is the extended period. It is important to recall that the maximum frequency spectrum
frequency (Nyquist frequency) is ω max =π/∆t, thus if
the problem response contains relevant contributions for
ωnt > ωmax , the time response will not be accurate due to
aliasing (Oppenheim and Schafer (1989), Paz (1997) and
Brighan (1974)). It is important to mention that although
expression (10) tends to overestimate the extended period, it is still a good initial guess, an optimum choice,
though, may depend strongly on the experience one has
with frequency-domain approaches.

The Fourier transforms of u(X,t) and b(X,t) are
represented, respectively, by the complex quantities
U(X)=U(X,ω) and B(X)=B(X,ω). After applying the
Fourier transform to the boundary conditions given by
eq. (6), the same steps presented in the previous section
must be followed in order to obtain equation (4), which
now will correspond to a frequency of the Fourier spec- 4 Initial Conditions Contribution
trum: one must note that the fundamental solution, in this Due to the linearity of the problem, the initial conditions
case, is a function of the complex wavenumber γ c .
and other contributions can be studied separately and the
corresponding solutions can be added together to obtain
3.1 Numerical procedure
to the final response. Although the methodology is quite
The numerical model employed considers the Γ bound- general, its basic steps will be presented and discussed
ary discretized by linear elements whereas the part of for the 2D case.
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4.1 Initial displacement
The response corresponding to an initial displacement
field uo (X) is computed by adding to the initial displacement field itself the response corresponding to a suddenly
applied load − f uo (X)H(t − 0) (H(t − 0) is the Heaviside
function). This load − f uo (X) is a reactive static domain
force obtained from eq. (1) when it is particularized to
the Poisson equation, i.e., when γ = 0 and the corresponding Green’s function is employed rather than that
indicated by eq. (2). Replacing B(X) by f uo (X) in eq.
(1), one can write:


f ubo
Φ
f udo

 


uob
G b b  b
H bb O
(11)
−
po
=
u od
Gdb
H db I
or, in a compact notation:
H u o −G
Gpo]
Φ f uo = [H

(12)

Note that f uo is the static reactive force vector which results from a prescribed static field u o .
In expressions (11) and (12), Φ
Φ is the matrix resulting
from the domain integration. As mentioned in the introduction of this work, the domain integration is restricted
to the part of the domain with non-homogeneous initial
conditions. Additionally, matrices H and G are assembled in a unified way to take into account the contribution
of the initial displacements in the computation of boundary f ubo and domain f udo unknowns. The distinction between the positions occupied by source and filed points
is done by the superscripts b and d: b means boundary
and d means domain. Matrices H b b and G b b are related
H b d and G b d ,
to the boundary integral equation; matrices H
on the other hand, are obtained when ξ∈ Ω o and the integration is carried out on the boundary (in others words,
they are the matrices related to the integral equation written for internal points). The identity matrix I appears because for internal point one has (ξ).
In the assemblage of the matrices H and G shown in eq.
(12), as γ = 0, the corresponding expressions for u ∗ (X, ξ)
and p∗ (X, ξ) are given by:
−1
ln(r)
u (r) =
2π
∗

p∗ (r) =

−1 ∂r
2πr ∂nn

It is important to notice that vectors u o and po in eq. (12)
are both known. When grad(u o (X)) is discontinuous, in
every point i where this discontinuity exists, additional
boundary (ppob )i and/or domain (ppod )i line force appears.
Thus, line forces contributions will have to be considered, through line integrals as shown in the examples of
section 5 (a discussion is presented in example 5.4). Line
forces distribution will appear when eq. (12) is solved
even when not a priori considered; however, a very fine
mesh is required in order to have a good approximation
to such a localized effect. The best representation can be
achieved if one is able to identify discontinuities of u o
space derivatives and thus compute equivalent forces either analytically or numerically. In fact, eq. (12) need
not be employed at all to compute fff uo , it is sufficient
to compute the Laplacian of u o (c2 ∇2 uo ) as uo is known.
However, employing eq. (12) may lead to more accurate
results than those obtained taking second derivatives of
a given uo (X) function, when analytical expression for
uo (X) is not known.
Due to the periodicity implicit in the Fourier transform approach, the time response produced by the force
f uo H(t − 0) can not be computed correctly, i.e., as DFT
algorithms consider periodic functions they do not recognize the jump that occur at the initial time when the
applied force is kept constant until the end of the analysis. It is possible to overcome this drawback by assuming
the extended period equal to 2Tp, and by considering fff uo
constant within the time interval [0, T p ] and null within
the interval [Tp , 2Tp ].
Once the dependence on time of f uo is established as explained before, the Fourier transform of f uo can be computed and the response spectrum represented by XX unto can
be obtained from the solution of the eq. (14) for all the
F unto is the frequency spectral vector correfrequencies (F
sponding to ff uo ):
F unto
A X unto = −F

(14)

The time-domain response, x uo , is computed by applying
the IDFT algorithm to the matrix M(ω) that stores all
the frequency responses at boundary nodes and internal
points.
The final response uid (id means initial displacement) due
to the initial displacement u o is calculated by adding to
the initial displacement the response due to − fff uo , i.e.:

(13) uid = x uo + u o

(15)
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4.2 Initial velocity

5 Examples

The response due to the initial velocity v o (X) can be
computed from the condition “impulse = momentum
change”, i.e., the effect of the initial velocity is the same
as that of the impulsive force ρv o (X)δ(t −0). The discrete
time series f vo (X)r of the external force that considers
this effect, in what DFT/FFT algorithms are concerned,
is defined as follows:

 ρvo (X)
for r = 1 (t = 0)
∆t
(16)
f vo (X)r =

0
for r > 1

Four numerical applications are analysed next in order to
verify the accuracy of the numerical results provided by
the formulation presented in this work. The dimensionless parameter β = c ∆t/l, was used to estimate the timestep length (l is the smallest boundary element length).

The FFT and the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
algorithms Brighan (1974) were used with the aim of reducing the computational effort. As defined in section
3.1, the response at boundary nodes and internal points
can be stored in a frequency depend matrix M(ω). As
M(ω) and M(-ω) are complex conjugate matrices M(ω)
where ρ is the mass density per unit area and ∆t is the is calculated only at NT/2 points (note that M(ω = 0)
time sampling interval. The force f vo (X, t) should be ap- and M(ω = ωNT /2) are real). The 2D responses were
plied at each nodal point of the domain mesh, and as a compared with the corresponding one-dimensional redomain force, computed according to eq. (8), it must be sponses, determined in the same manner using this new
divided by E = c 2 ρ (E is the Young modulus). Thus the methodology (Mansur, Abreu, Carrer and Ferro (2002)).
vector of nodal impulsive forces which will give the con- The following parameters were adopted for the onetribution equivalent to the known initial velocity v o (X) dimensional examples (sections 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4): length
is:
L = 12, c = 1 and ζ = 0.016, 2Tp = 1842.3808 (Tp
vo
was estimated by expression (10) taking ω 1 =πc/2L). The
δ lr
(17)
( f vo )r = 2
c ∆t
one-dimensional numerical model analyses were carried out with NT = 8192, which renders a time interval
where the vector vo in expression (17) is the spatial dis∆t = 0.2249. The number of sampling points for the twocretized form of vo (X) and δ1r is the Kroenecker delta.
dimensional numerical models of the one-dimensional
The Fourier spectrum of f vo , denoted by F vnto is then
examples, indicated in the appropriate sections, is much
computed, and a procedure similar to that explained presmaller than NT = 8192 mentioned above. This excesviously for the pseudo-force − ff uo is followed, i.e., the
sively high NT value adopted aimed at leaving no doubt
boundary response spectrum due to the initial velocity is
about the one-dimensional numerical model results accucomputed from:
racy. In fact one-dimensional numerical models results
nt
nt
(18) are so accurate that they were also used as analytical soA X vo = F vo
lution.
The responses in the frequency-domain at the internal
points are computed and the NT time dependent re- 5.1 One-dimensional rod under sinusoidal initial dissponses x vo are computed using the IDFT algorithm. Fiplacement
nally, the response for the initial displacement and velocThe first example, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a oneity contributions is given by (ic means initial conditions):
dimensional rod under initial displacement with sinu(19) soidal space dependence, as follows:
u ic = u id +xx vo

If the problem presents sources such as b(X,t), the cor- u(X, 0) = uo (X) = A sin π x
(21)
a
responding final response u f inal in the time-domain is the
sum of all the contributions and is written as:
where A is the amplitude (A = 1 in this case). Fig. 2
(20) shows the boundary mesh used for the two-dimensional
u f inal = u +uub +uu ic
analysis. The selected internal points at which the nuwhere u and ub are respectively responses due to bound- merical responses were computed are on the horizonary conditions and sources.
tal line y = 0. The two-dimensional numerical model
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Figure 1 : One-dimensional rod under sinusoidal initial
displacement: geometry, boundary and initial conditions.
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Figure 3 : Comparison of displacements for 1D and 2D
numerical models for the one-dimensional rod under sinusoidal initial displacement.
y

vo(X) = c
c

Figure 2 : One-dimensional rod under sinusoidal initial
displacement: 2D boundary and domain discretization.

x
a/4
a/4
a

employed twenty four linear elements, resulting in NN
= 28 boundary nodes, 64 linear cells for the entire do- Figure 4 : Square membrane analysis: geometry and
main discretization, NT = 2048, resulting in a time in- boundary conditions.
terval ∆t = 0.8996, being the parameter β = 0.60. Eight
linear one-dimensional cells were employed in the onedimensional numerical analysis.
8 linear triangular cells were employed.
In Fig. 3 the responses due to the displacement sinusoidal In Fig. 6 the response at point C for ζ = 0.25, ∆t = 0.03
initial condition are compared against the 1D responses. and NT = 4096 are compared with the dampingless analytical response presented by Mansur (1983); here the
5.2 Square membrane under prescribed discontinu- extended period is 2Tp = 123 and β = 0.48. Fig. 7 shows
ous initial velocity
similar responses at point C for ζ = 0.025, ∆t = 0.025
This example consists of a square membrane under pre- and NT = 8192, the extended period is 2Tp = 205 and
β = 0.4.
scribed initial velocity as shown in Fig. 4, i.e.:


5a 3a
5a
3a
≤x≤
,
≤y≤
(22) 5.3 One-dimensional rod under initial conditions prevo (X) = c ;
8
8 8
8
scribed over the entire domain
whose boundary is fixed.
Fig. 5 shows the boundary mesh used with 64 boundary
nodes and the internal point C selected. For this analysis

This example consists of a one-dimensional rod fixed at
x = a, under a Heaviside-type forcing function applied
at x = 0, at t = 0 and kept constant from this time
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BEM
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-0.05
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Figure 7 : Displacement time history for the membrane
under prescribed initial velocity for ζ = 0.025.
y

Figure 5 : Square membrane analysis: boundary and cell
discretization and internal point C.

p(t) = P/E H(t - 0)

p=0

a/2 p

x
u=0

0.10
Analytical
BEM

p=0
a

0.05

u/a

Figure 8 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions
prescribed over the entire domain: geometry and boundary conditions.

0.00

Fig. 9 and 10 respectively, are given by:
-0.05

0.00

P
(a − x);
E
a
a
Pc
0 ≤ x ≤ a,− ≤ y ≤
vo (X) =
E
4
4
uo (X) =

0.50

1.00

ct/a

1.50

2.00

2.50

Figure 6 : Displacement time history for the membrane
under prescribed initial velocity for ζ = 0.25.

onwards, i.e., p (t) = P/E H(t − 0) as shown in Fig. 8.
Initial displacements and velocities at t = 0, shown in

(23)

The mesh is the same already depicted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 11 depicts two curves which represent the time histories at point B represented in Fig. 2 due to the initial
displacement and due to the initial velocity; whereas in
Fig. 12 results considering all the contributions together
are plotted. Fig. 12 also displays displacement time history due to the boundary load only (u o = vo = 0) which
if shifted to the left by t = a/c coincides with the re-
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2.00

u o (X) = P/E (a - x)
y
1.50
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p=0

1.00
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x

p=0
a

1D BEM
P(t)
P(t)+Uo+Vo
2D BEM
P(t)
P(t)+Uo+Vo

0.50

Figure 9 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions
prescribed over the entire domain: initial displacement.
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vo(X) = (P/E)c
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Figure 12 : Displacements at point D for the onedimensional rod under initial conditions prescribed over
the entire domain: effects of boundary load p(t), initial displacement u o and initial velocity v o considered together. Also plotted the time-history due to p(t) only.

p=0
a

Figure 10 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions
prescribed over the entire domain: initial velocity.

1.00
1D BEM
Uo
Vo

2D BEM
Uo
Vo

5.4 One-dimensional rod under initial conditions prescribed over a subdomain

0.50

Eu/Pa

sponse obtained considering initial conditions given by
expression (23). In the present example all 2D analyses
were carried out with NT = 2048 and 2Tp = 1842.0681,
the time interval is ∆t = 0.8994 and β = 0.60.
It is important to notice that in the present example, xx uo
shown in expression (15) is due to two boundary loads
(line loads) applied at x = 0 (boundary flux) and x = a.

This example consists of a one-dimensional rod under a
Heaviside-type forcing function applied in a similar way
as that of the previous example, (see Fig. 8) subjected
to initial displacements and velocities, shown in Fig. 13
and Fig. 14, respectively, given by:

0.00

-0.50

P a
( − x);
E 4
a
a
a
Pc
0 ≤ x ≤ ,− ≤ y ≤
vo (X) =
E
4
4
4
uo (X) =

-1.00
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

ct/a

5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

Figure 11 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions
prescribed over the entire domain: displacements for 1D
and 2D numerical models for initial displacement and
initial velocity plotted separately.

(24)

Fig. 15 represents the boundary element mesh and the
point D selected: in this analysis 48 boundary elements
and 64 linear triangular cells were used. An important
aspect concerning this example must be stated now: line
forces appear where grad(uo (X)) is discontinuous. In
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uo(X) = P/E (a/4 - x)
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Figure 13 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions
prescribed over a subdomain: initial displacement.
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Figure 16 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions
prescribed over a subdomain: displacements for 1D and
2D numerical models for prescribed initial displacement
and prescribed initial velocity plotted separetely.

p=0
p=0
u=0
a/4

x

p=0
a

Figure 14 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions
prescribed over a subdomain: initial velocity.

F

pseudo-forces which account for initial displacements
contribution are constituted only by two line sources: one
is a body force along the line x = a/4 and the other is
a boundary flux along the boundary x = 0. Thus B(X)
in eq. (1) is equal to −(P/E)δ(x − a/4) and the volume
integral indicated there becomes a line integral along the
segment EF in Fig. 15:
−

D

E
Figure 15 : One-dimensional rod under initial conditions prescribed over a subdomain: boundary discretization and cells.

this particular example, the volume integral that appears
in the boundary integral equation (1) is reduced to line
integrals. According to the previous observation, the

 F
E

u ∗ (X, ξ)|x=a/4 dΩ

(25)

Fig. 16 presents separate plots representing initial displacement and velocity contributions at point D only; and
Fig. 17 depicts results in which the initial conditions
are null (uo = vo = 0) and the total contribution where
boundary conditions and initial conditions contributions
are added together. Note that the corresponding 1D results are also presented, and that the curves representing the response due to the boundary load only and that
which includes boundary load and initial conditions are
shifted by a time equal to a/4c. The numerical parameters of this analyses were the same as those of the previous one except for the β parameter which was considered
equal to 1.20 in the present case.
6 Remarks
The discussion presented in previous sections shows that
the present formulation gives quite accurate results pro-
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2.00

to demonstrate the excellent accuracy of the results, and
to illustrate the required time and space discretization refinement.
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Figure 17 : Displacements at point D for the onedimensional rod under initial conditions prescribed over
a subdomain: effects of boundary load p(t), initial displacement uo and initial velocity v o considered together.
Also plotted the time-history due to p(t) only.

vided good space and time discretization are employed.
Time response curves presented separately show that
time history due to either initial displacement or initial
velocity are quite accurate. Total results shown, where
boundary and initial conditions effects were considered
together, were also very accurate, meaning that the superposition of these effects does not generate any significant time shifting or other disturbing effect. It is worth
noting that Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 display a small amount of
oscillation: expected, as the time-domain surface traction
is singular for a discrete number of time instant; it is in
fact difficult to obtain oscillation free results from IFFT
(or IDFT) algorithms in this case. As expected, the oscillation level shown in Fig. 6 is lower than that shown
in Fig. 7, as the damping concerning the former is higher
than that of the latter.

The approach presented here not only enhances the range
of applications of BEM frequency-domain approaches,
as non-null initial conditions contribution can now be
considered, but can equally be followed when other numerical methods, e.g., Finite Elements, Finite Differences, Finite Volumes, etc., are employed, as the developments presented concern the differential equation
itself, not the numerical algorithm. Thus, the present
approach can also be used when transforms other than
Fourier are employed (e.g., Laplace, Hankel, Wavelets,
etc.).
Finally, it is important to highlight that the application
presented here concerned 2D scalar wave propagation
problems; however, the formulation presented applies to
a large number of other 2D and 3D problems, e.g., acoustic, seismic and electromagnetic waves, dynamic analysis
of structures, soil-fluid-structures interaction, etc.
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